Understanding Carbon Markets
Insight & Application to Aviation

PRELIMINARY AGENDA

18 May   20 May

10h00 17h00  CORSIA Update
- Michel Adam, Assistant Director, Aviation Environment, IATA
- Yue Huang, Manager, Aviation Environment, IATA

10h30 17h30  Latest Trends in the Voluntary Carbon Market
The carbon market expert view on supply and demand of carbon credits, new offset instrument traded, and new trends identified.

- Rene Velasquez, Head, Global Markets CBL

11h00 18h00  Airline Carbon Market Talk
Airlines sharing their very own experience when engaging with the carbon market.

- Stephanie Zhu, General Manager Sustainability, Delta Airlines (20 May)
- David Young, Executive Manager Sustainability & Future Planet, Qantas (18 May)

11h20 18h20  The Role of Technology to Enable Market Access and Transparency
How the IATA ACE will assist airlines to safely, cost effectively, and efficiently procure carbon offsets to meet CORSIA or voluntary offset requirements.

- Michael Schneider, Assistant Director Aviation Environment, IATA
- Andy Bose, Head of Ecosystems and Partnerships, Xpansiv
- Samuel Gill, Co-founder & COO, Sylvera

11h40 18h40  The Importance of Carbon Finance
How offset projects can not only reduce emissions but also address many of the UN SDGs, benefiting local communities in developing countries. The viewpoint of the carbon offset project developer.

- Angela Foster-Rice, SVP Strategic Business Development, Everlands